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PREFACE 

While vogaged in training, a light obaarvation 
helicopter waa on the downwind leg of a heliport 
Irallic pattern in late afternoon, Hying aouth. The 
piict entered a left turn to the eaatbound baae leg 
and hia helicopter collided with an OH'13 which 
entered traffic by a atraight-in approach to the baae 
leg. Both helicoptera craahed, killing the pilota. 
Visibility waa 15 mi lea and the aun, behind the pilot 

• A the OH-13 and to the right of the other pilot, did 
not obattvct the viaibility of either pilot. Thin 
training environment accident occurred becauae 
neither pilot aaw the other helicopter in time to 
initiate evaaive actiona to avoid colliaion. 

During a right echefon formation of four UH-lH'a 
in a combat area, the pilot of the No. 3 helicopter 
Hew too cloae to the No. 2 helicopter and the main 
rotor bladea collided. The No. 2 helicopter waa 
craah landed, with ettenaive damage. The No. 3 
helicopter fell to the ground and exploded, killing 
the crew of four. Thia tactical environment accident 
occurred becauae the No. 3 pilot attempted to fly 
etceaaively cloae formation in violation of eatab- 
liahed rulea. 

The above etcerpta, taken from Army aircraft 
accident invealigation report», vividly portray the 
reaulta of midair colliaiona. There are a few midair 
colliaion» recorded wherein only minor damage to 
one or both aircraft occurred. Theae are exceptional 
mnce moat midair cofliaiona are catastrophic, re- 
»ulting in destruction of the aircraft involved and 
the death of the occupant». Hidair colliaion» have 
long been one of the graveat hazard» to »afe flight. 
A» aircraft denaity increases in both the combat and 
noncombat environment, the potential for the occur- 
rence of midair colliaion» increaae» correspondingly, 
requiring of the crew and controller a greater degree 
of alertnea» and care in aircraft operation». Becauae 
ol density, aircraft speed, and persistent haty con- 
dition», it may well be that aviation in general ha» 
passed the point where timely visual detection of 
other aircraft by the aircrew (»ee and be seen) i» 
aullicient to insure again»   the midair colliaion. 

One of the fir»t teaching point» voiced by in- 
structor pilot» to their students i»: ' 'Keep your 
head on a swivel to prevent colliaion with aircraft 
and other hazards to flight." The basic tool used 
by aviation »afety officer» to prevent midair colli- 
sion» i» the srr-ond-bt-seen philosophy. Thi» fun- 
damental rule i» essential to »afe operation of Army 
urtcrmlt. Yet, it i» a fact tho: aviator» inadvertently 
violu.'" instructor pilot'' order» or ignore the see- 
nnd-br-sevi, ^.iluaophy and do not »ee aircraft 
operating in their vicinity. How many time» have 
you been advised by radar operators that a target i» 
at y<~." — o'clock position and, even alter the warn- 
ing»,   been .'nable to find the other aircraft?    I be- 

lieve the answer i», unfortunately, frequently! ft ia 
evident that the aee-and-bo-aeen philosophy i» in- 
adequate to prevent midair colliaion» in training and 
operational areas which are maturated with military 
and civilian aircraft. 

Technological  advancements  have  proven   bene- 
ficial  in improving  the  craahworthineaa of aircraft 
and in numerous other areas of the aircraft accident 
prevention   field      Proximity   warning    devicea are 
presently available which alert aviator» ol other air* 
craft in their vicinity.    The proximity warning device 
haa been installed in a limited number ol Army air- 
craft.    Aviatora flying  TH-13T helicopter» with the 
proximity  warning device  installed will respond to 
any   warning   received  and  initiate    evaaive action 
necessary  to prevent, a midair colliaion.    However, 
they can have confidence in the ayatem only if they 
know   that  all  other aircraft   which  may  be   in the 
immediate  area are  similarly   equipped.     It   ia ap- 
parent that a strong caae exiata for the installation 
of proximity  warning devicea  in  all  Army aircraft. 
The monetary savings brought about by the preven- 
tion of cne midair colliaion involving two UH-1 heli- 
coptera  would go a long  way  toward equipping the 
Army aircraft fleet with proximity warning device». 

Certain constraints make it difficult to modify the 
Army'» aircraft fleet with the proximity warning 
device in the forexeeable future, ft ia, therefore, 
mandatory that all aviatora and crewmembera in- 
creaae their alertnea» and initiate action» to prevent 
midair collisions. Aviation unit commanders must 
also initiate action to insure that conapicuity mark- 
ing ol their aircralt ia properly maintained. The 
commander must be alert and recogmte indicator» 
that reflect aviator»' mattentiveneaa to regulations 
and unit standing operating procedure» directed 
toward accident prevention. Aviation stall officer» 
must consider the probability of midair colliaion» 
while planning airmobile operation». Sightseeing in 
the area ol airmobile operation» landing tone» must 
be eliminated. 

A» aircraft mid cockpit sophistication increaae, 
requiring more head-m-lhe-cockpit time, the require- 
ment for rapid »id effective scanning of areaa out- 
side the aircraft increases. Installation ol proximity 
warning devicea hold» the only promise tor assisting 
aircrew» to avoid colliaion», but these device» can 
only assist. There will always be a requirement for 

each member ol the Army aviation team to be alert, 
keep hi» head on a awivel while airborne to »ee 
other aircraft in hi» vicinity, and take necessary 
action» in hi» sphere of responsibility to prevent 
cataatrophic midair collision accident». 

EUGENE B. CONRAD 
Celenal, Infantry 
Dlrectw 
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ARMY MIDAIR COLLISIONS 
I. ABSTRACT. This report contain! analytea of 

56 Army midair collisions which occurred during the 
period January 1963 to November 1969 and conclu- 
sion« and recommendations baaed oi the analyses. 

II. SUMMARY. Analysis of 56 midair collisions 
experienced by the Army revealed that multiple 
cause factors were present in each accident. It was 
found the pilots must shoulder the majority of the 
responsibility for midair collisions. However, it waa 
also found that other factors contributed to the crew 
errors which resulted in collisions. The full extent 
that other factors contributed could not be accurately 
determined because of the tendency of aircraft acci- 
dent investigation boards and reviewing officials to 
accept pilot error as the cause of accidents, without 
seeking other contributing factors. 

General problems encountered in training arerc 
stem from the aircraft saturation within high density 
areas. Corrective actions to eliminate the problems 
must be oriented toward reducing aircraft densitiea 
in specific training areas. This can be accomplished 

either by a reduction in the number of aircraft oper- 
ating in a specific area or through the expansion or 

relocation of existing facilities. 
The most common trend revealed by analyses of 

accidents in tactical areas was the failure of avia- 
tion units to enforce adherence to published regula- 
tions. In moat cases, adequate operational proce- 
dures were established in unit SOP's, field manuals, 
and technical manuals. Adherence to approved pro- 
cedures would have prevented most of the midair 
collision accidents. 

Inadequate command, control, and supervision 
were present in 50% of the midair collisions studied. 
It was determined that increased command attention 
must be direc:ed toward the fundamentals of good 
airmanship, i.e., see-and-be-seen. In addition, new 
approaches must be taken to improve aircraft visi- 
bility and detection. Prominent among these are 
installation of proximity warning devices, installa- 
tion of aircraft high intensity lights, and the in- 
stallation of improved communication systems in 
air traffic control towers. 

III. INTRODUCTION. Initially, this study was 
originated to establish a profile of Army midair col- 
lisions. This profile (Annex III) was based on data 
contained in 56 midair collision accident reports, 
involving 113 aircraft. Information from the reports 
was analyzed to determine common factors found in 
midair collisions. Analysis of th'.* initial study 
generated the following unanswered questions: 

1.   Why  are  numerous   midair collisions occurring 

in the training and troop lift/tactical environments? 
2. Why are numerous midair colliaions occurring 

during daylight hours in periods of excellent visi- 
bility? 

3. What is the impact of inadequate command 
and control and lack of supervision? 

4. What is the degree of violation of instructions 
or procedures and the principles of good airmanship? 

5. What action can be taken to eliminate aircraft 
density around focal points which seem to attract 
aircraft at random times? (Focal points could be 
navigation aids, on-going opsrations, airfields, etc.) 

To answer these questions, further analyses of 
the 56 reports were accomplished. These analyses 
revealed that conclusion* and recommendations re- 
sulting from the study of midair collisions during 
training mission» are not applicable in all respects 
to midair collisions occurring in a troop lift/tactical 
environment. For this reason, the study is presented 
in two parts. Detailed findings and conclusions are 
contained in Annex I (training) and Annex II (troop 
lift/tactical). 

IV.  CONCLUSIONS. 
1. Conclusions and recommendations drawn from 

midair collisions during training missions are not 
applicable in all respects to midair collisions occur- 
ring in a troop lift/tactical environment. 

2. Training environment conclusions are: 
a. There is an ever-present possibility of 

crews being inattentive in a training environment. 
Student aviators in the early stages of flight training 
concentrate more on flying the aircraft and devote 
less attention to the see-and-be-seen concept. The 
aviator's failure to keep his head on a swivel in- 
creases the probability of midair collisions. 

b. Student pilots flying in traffic patterns 
under the jurisdiction of air traffic control towers 
often develop a false sense of security. They fre- 
quently fail to clear themselves before executing 
maneuvers in high density areas. 

c. Deficiencies in equipment and insufficient 
number of personnel were contributing factors to 
nine of the 12 midair collisions which occurred 
while aircraft were operating in stagefield/airfield 
traffic patterns. 

d. The full impact of supervision and com- 
mand control shortcomings as cause factors was not 
fully explored by aircraft accident investigation 
boards due to the tendency to accept pilot error as 
the only cause for accidents. 

e. Investigation boards and reviewing authori- 
ties  made a relatively small number (27) of recom- 

1 
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Tklt   UH-IB  wot on* of two which collided and crathod during «raining,  killing all (our occupant« and 
dattraylng bath aircraft. 

mendatiou for the 25 training accidents. An ap- 
parent trend prevailed for boards to find that only 
the crew or crewmember was at fault when other 
factors were present that indicated other deficien- 
cies. 

f. Some student pilots failed to take advan- 
tage of time provided for crew rest, resulting in 
fatigue factors. 

g. A snail percentage of student pilots have 
s history of unsafe flying practices which may well 
develop into major contributing factors for midair 
colllsioos. 

h. Aircraft visibility restrictions contribute 
to the pilot's-failure to see other aircraft in time to 
avoid collisions. 

i. Ten of 13 collisions could have been pre- 
vented if a functioning proximity warning device had 
been installed aboard each aircraft involved. 

j. Insufficient use of the Operational Hazard 
Report (OHR) system may be attributed to a lack of 
knowledge about its intent and the aviator's fear 
that the information contained in the report might 
impinge on his personal reputation or professional- 
ism. 

k. Aircraft without distinctive conspicuity 
markings ate more apt to be involved in midair col- 
lisions. 

1. The intensity of the Grimes anticollision 
light is not sufficient to insure that student pilot« 
see other aircraft in time to avoid collisions, espe- 

cially during full daylight hours. 
m. The see-and-be-aeen concept is still the 

primary method available for preventing midair col- 
lisions. 

n. Command emphasis in the form of constant 
evaluation of air traffic density, revision of air traf- 
fic cocirol regulations, and strict control of airciaft 
operations is mandatory if a reduction in the number 
of midair collisions occurring in training environ- 
ments is to be achieved. 

o. A rapid turnover of key personnel contrib- 
utes to a higher number of midair collisions. 

p. Formation flight midair collisions do not 
occur when tightfisted command and control pro- 
cedures culminate in detailed briefings, maintenance 
of prescribed separation between the aircraft, and 
adherence to safe flying practices. 

q. Violations of regulations and published 
SOP's contribute greatly to midair collisions. 

r. The fluctuating concentration of aircraft, 
varying between moderately saturated to highly satu- 
rated over such areas as stagefields, airfields, and 
navigational facilities, increases the probability of 
midair collision mishaps. 

3.   Troop   lift/tactical   environment   conclusions 
are: 

a. Loss of visual contact between aircraft 
during night operations contributes to midair col- 
lisions. 

b. Aircrews are  more  susceptible to midair 
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collisions  during prime recovery period« following 
fflissions. 

c. Cumulative fatigue naulting from excea- 
sive  flying houra contributea to midair colliaiona. 

d. Inadequate command, r>»ntrol( and auper» 
viaion conatitute a aerioua prot . ea. It ia not 
uncommon to have two or more of t' »ae elementa 
involved in one midair collision. 

e. Supervisory deficiencies receive little or 
no attention by aircraft accident inveatigation boarda 
and reviewing officiala. The primary emphiaia ia 
concentrated on real or aaaumed faulta of the air- 
crew. 

f. The present system for diaaeminating 
changea to SOP'a, NOTAM'a, and other information 
to individual aviators ia inadequate. Aviators often 
learn about changea in operational procedurea and 
policies through mistakes and experience. 

g. Violation of instructions, procedurea, and 
principlea of good airmanship are involved in moat 
midair colliaiona. 

h. Midair colliaiona increase as aircraft in* 
ventory increaaea in a combat zon^. 

i. Diversion of attention and preoccupation 
of crews due to concentration on ground actions in 
combat areas contribute to colliaiona. 

j. There will be no appreciable change in 
aircraft density in the vi.mity of focal points, i.e., 

landing and pickup zones, tactical areas of opera* 
tion, baae camp heliporta, etc.. In low intensity war* 
fare operational areas. The concept of providing 
airmobllity to enhance ground operations results in 
large numbera of Army helicopters and fixed wing 
airplanes, aa well as numerous aircraft of other 
services and nations, using the airspace above the 
ground forcea. 

k. Broad use of the Operational Hazard Report 
system can become a very effective tool in the pre- 
vention of midair collisions by identifying potential 
focal pointa. 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS. 
1.  Recommendations for the trsining environment 

ere: 
a. Use of buddy riders to increase the number 

of eyes available for outside surveillance. 
b. Increased emphasis on the necessity for 

student pilots to always clear themselves before 
executing maneuvers. 

c. Command emphasis in the form of constant 
evaluation of air traffic density, revision of air traf- 
fic control regulations, snd strict control of aircraft 
operations. 

d. Greater efforts by aircraft accident investi- 
gation boards to identify snd substantiate all con- 
tributing cause factors for each accident. 

Chorrad  ramoin*  of CM.47C which colll4*4 wllh (laad »Ing aircraft ■• 3,000 (••! during •ocrlcal minion 
and tumblad and avar and to ground, killing all flva occupanfi. 



e. Aircraft accident inveatigation boards and 
reviewing officials must develop positive and viable 
recommendations to prevent recurrence of all cause 
factors associated with every accident. 

f. Command insistence that student pilots 
take full advantage of time provided for crew reat. 

g. Greater command emphasis on the detection 
and elimination of maiginally aafe students ai an 
early stage of flight training. 

h. Elimination of design restrictions to visi- 
bility for future aircraft procured for training and 
modification to eliminate restrictions to visibility 
for training aircraft in the current inventory. 

i. Installation of proximity warning devices 
in all aircraft. 

j. Continuing command emphasis on an edu- 
cation program to promote use of the operational 
hazard reporting system. 

k. Conspicuous markings for all training air- 
craft in noncombat areas. 

I. Use of high intensity strobe lights to in- 
crease aircraft conspicuity during daylight opera- 
tions. 

m. Continuous command action to insure the 
use of the see-and-be-seen concept. 

n. Continued command actions to offset the 
effects of a rapid turnover of key training personnel. 

o. Continuous and tight supervision over all 
formation flights to insure maintenance of at least 
two rotor discs separation between aircraft. 

p. Command emphasis to insure that aviators 
at all levels know and understand published direc- 
tives   and  unit SOP's concerning   formation flying. 

q. Radar vectoring of traffic in high density 
areaa. 

r. Assignment of and adherence to prescribed 
routes and altitudes in training areas. 

2.   Recommendations   for   the   trocp   lift/tactical 
environment are: 

a.   Development   and   use   of   techniques   to 

svoid   loss   of  visual  contact   resulting   from flare 
illuminations at night. 

b. Improved planning and cloaer coordination 
between aircraft crews in fire support teams. 

c. Continuing emphasis on increased alert- 
ness and aircraft separation during prime recovery 
periods after missions are flown. 

d. Increased command emphasis on adhering 
to recommended limitations for daily and monthly 
crewmember flight hours to prevent cumulative 
fatigue. 

e. Command emphasis in the form of constant 
surveillance ot air traffic density, revision of air 
traffic control regulations, and strict control of air- 
craft operations. Particular attention must be given 
to aircraft density during unit buildups in low in- 
tensity warfare areas of operation. 

f. Deliberate efforts by aircraft accident 
investigation boards to identify snd substantiate all 
possible cause factors contributing to each accident. 

g. Improvements in the publication and dis- 
semination 'tt flight directives, flight information, 
and SOP's. 

h. Continuous command emphaaia on adher- 
ence to published regulations and SOP's. 

i. Command emphasis on continuous alert- 
ness of all aircrewmembers to detect other aircraft in 
the vicinity of their aircraft. 

j. Command emphasis on improved selectio-.t 
of landing zones, pickup zonea, and staging areas. 

k. Command emphasis on an education pro- 
gram to promote full use of the operational hazard 
reporting system. 

I. Increased supervision to prevent close 
formation flying in violation of published regulations. 

Cu. Prohibition of unplanned formation flights. 
n. elimination of formation flying that is un- 

neceasary to accomplish missions. 
o. Improved planning and better supervision 

while conducting and executing airmobile operations. 

MiJoif celllalont moil 
•dan raiull In cofo*- 
• rophic occid«nti, 
•uck at ihli OH-13 
which celll^ad with 
anolhcr OH-13 during 
training. 



ANNEX I 
(training) 

Queation:   Why are numerous midair cotliaiona occur- 
ring during daylight hours in period» ot cloar visi- 
bility? 
FINDINGS: 

1. Twenty-five midair collisions occurred in the 
training environment. Analysis revealed that 23 
midair collisions occurred during periods of excellent 
visibility. 

2. Aircraft density and the false sense of securi- 
ty of svistors while flying in traffic patterns under 
the jurisdiction of s control tower were the two msjor 
factors in these mishaps, as shown below: 

Situation No. of Mishaps       % of Sampling 
Flying in s high 24 96% 

density area 
Flying under 12 48% 

jurisdiction of a 
control tower 

3. In a training environment, there ia the ever- 
present possibility of crews being inattentive. Stu- 
dent aviators, in the early stages of flight training, 
concentrate more on flying the aircraft and devote 
less attention to the see-and-be-seen concept. This 
increases the probability of midair collisions due to 
the reduced chances of the aviators detecting other 
aircraft in time to avoid collisions. 

4. In 13 of the 25 trsining midsir collisions, one 
or both aircraft were flown solo. Only one pair of 
eyes was available for outside surveillance in 32 of 
the SO aircraft involved. The following table shows 
the numbers of aircraft and occupants: 
No. of Aircraft Involved No. of Occupants 

Aboard Each Aircraft 
21* 1 (solo) 
12 2 
11 2 (1 was under hood) 
6 3 or more 

•The sverage flight experience of solo students in- 
volved in midsir collisions was 52.1 hours. 
CONCLUSION: Careful consideration should be 
given to the use of buddy riders and their value in 
preventing midair collisions. This would increase 
the number of eyes available for surveillance outside 
the aircraft. 
Question.'   What is the impact of inadequate command 
and control and lack ot supervision? 
FINDINGS: 

1. Prior to 1966, the number of midair collisions 
did  not uppesr significant due to the scattered and 

isolsted pattern of occurrences. Following are the 
numbers of collisions by cslendar year: 

Year Number of Mishaps 
1963 1 
1964 3 
1965 2 
1966 8 (high) 
1967 3 (low) 
1968 7 (high) 
1969 1 (low) 

The increased frequency of midair collisions subse- 
quent to 1965 clearly indicates that command empha- 
sis in the form of constant surveillance of air traffic 
density, revision of sir traffic control regulations, 
and strict control of aircraft operation is a mandatory 
requirement. The large number of collisions during 
cslendar year 1968 is attributed to the rapid turnover 
of key personnel at the aviation training bases. 
Command actions were initiated in 1967 and again in 
1969 which appreciably reduced the number of midair 
collisions for those two years. Some of the positive 
actions taken were: 

a. Radar vectoring of traffic in areas of high 
density. 

b. Assignment of prescribed routes and alti- 
tudes. 

c. Overall commnna emphasis in the elimina- 
tion of midair collision mishaps. 

2. Following are the locations of the 25 midair 
collision mishaps occurring in a training environ- 
ment: 

Location 
Fort Wolters, Texas 
Fort Rucker, Alabama 
Fort Stewart, Georgia 
Fort Benning, Georgia 
Other CONUS Locations 
Republic of Vietnam 
•Twenty   of  the   25  midair collisions 
ultrasaturated training areas. 
••The  two collisions  in the Republic of Vietnam 
occurred in a training environment. 

3. The 12 training midair collisions which oc- 
curred while aircraft were operating in stagefield/ 
airfield traffic patterns revealed that the tower 
operations and deficiencies in equipment and per- 
sonnel actions listed below were present and con- 
tributing factors in nine accidents. 

a.   Tower operators did not exercise positive 

Number of Mishaps 
10* 
8* 
2* 
2 
1 

2*« 
occurred   in 

mmm 



control of air traffic in their area of responsibility. 
b. The communications equipment installed in 

some towers does not provide transmitting and re- 
ceiving capability with all aircraft operating in the 
vicinity of the airfield. 

c. The design and location of towers used to 
control air traffic, particularly at training stage- 
fields, restricts the visibility of air traffic con- 
trollers. 

d. There were cases where inadequate man- 
ning of the control tower with fully qualified air 
traffic controllers resulted in these personnel being 
unable to control all the aircraft operating in the 
vicinity of the airfield. 

4. Additional supervisory errors present pertain- 
ing to airfield/stagefield areas were: 

a. Effective control measures such as estab- 
lishment of traffic patterns and distribution of traffic 
pattern diagrams had not been initiated. 

b. Standing operating procedures were not 
published in many instances. SOP's were inadequate 
to insure separation of aircraft operating in the local 
area in many accident reports reviewed. 

5. Analysis of the 25 training collisions revealed 
the following additional information: 

a. Thirteen collisions occurred in authorized 
training areas. 

b. Six midair collisions occurred over navi- 
gational facilities. 

c. Only three of the 25 accident investigation 
reports stated that adequate regulations were pub- 
lished. 

d. Nine accident reports stated that a detailed 
survey of the local training areas should be con- 
ducted to prevent recurrences. 

6.  Formu'ion flying: 
a. P-.imary phase of training:    A significant 

finding was that no mishaps occurred during forma- 
tion flying in this phase of flight training. This can 
be attributed to tightfisted command and control, 
adequate briefings, and adherence to safe flying 
practices. 

b. Advanced phase of aviation unit training: 
Two midair collisions occurred during formation 
flight, resulting in the loss of four aircraft and 24 
fatalities. Both occurred in an advanced stage of 
training just prior to unit deployment and involved 
the No. 2 and No. 3 aircraft in flights of four aircraft. 
Although responsibility for maintaining proper sepa- 
ration between aircraft under VFR conditions resis 
with crewmembers, command supervision was deter- 
mined to be an established factor in both collisions 
because: 

(1) Radio silence was imposed for training 
reasons and hand signals were being used. 

(2) A UHF (primary) radio had been re- 
moved from one of the aircraft prior to flight. 

(3) SOP's were not adequate to govern 
formation flights. 

(4) An aircraft commander executed flight 
maneuvers without first notifying the crews of every 
aircraft in the flight of his intentions. (A pilot error 
cause factor would be valid in these mishaps if the 
aircraft were not part of a formation of aircraft under 
the command and control of a flight leader. Strict 
discipline and immediate response to the commands 
of the leader are mandatory during formation flight. 
Therefore, responsibility for the safety of all aircraft 
in the flight rests with the flight leader.) 

(5) Training missions were conducted in 
marginal weather, with reduced visibility. 

(6) Established safeguards for avoiding 
pilot fatigue were not adhered to.   The crewmembers 

AH-1G eraihad invartad in marsh and 
watar offer eclliaion with OH-13 In 
photo obovo. Two occupant* war« 
killad and on« survivad with ina|er 
iniuria*. 
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of two aircraft had exceeded the maximum »com« 
mended flight time for a 30-day period. 
CONCLUSION: All aspects of command, control, 
and supervision as accident cause factors were not 
fully explored by accident investigation boards. The 
tendency was to accept pilot error as the only cause 
of the accidents. Investigation boards made only 27 
positive recommendations in the reports of investi- 
gation of the 25 midair collisions occurring in the 
training environment. The recommendations included 
improvement of training areas, regulations, and local 
SOP's. This is a small number of recommendations, 
considering environmental conditions in which the 
accidents occurred. Five of the recommendations 
made were disapproved by approving authorities. It 
was noted that a trend prevailed for accident investi- 
gation boards to find the crew at fault when other 
causative factors were present. This is substan- 
tiated by the fact that accident investigation boards 
submitted less than one recommendation per accident 
that would reduce hazardous environmental condi- 
tions. 
Question:   Wl,.        'he degree of violation ol instruc- 
tions or procejures and the principles of good air- 
manship? 
FINDINGS: 

1. Violation of published regulations and SOP's 
occurred in nine of the 25 training midair collisions. 
The following violations occurred: 

a. Prescribed  traffic   patterns  were not fol- 
lowed. 

b. Proper separation was not maintained. 
c. Deviations from designated flight routes. 
d. Communication radios not tuned at desig- 

nated times. 
e. Noncompliance with control tower instruc- 

tions. 
2. Crewmembers did not insure that there were 

no other aircraft operating in the area prior to exe- 
cuting maneuvers in a high density area in 13 of the 
25 midair collisions occurring in the training en- 
vironment. Nine midair collisions occurred when 
one aircraft descended on top of another and four 
occurred when one aircraft climbed into another. 
Five of these collisions involved aircraft on ap- 
proach to the same runway/lane. 

3. Crewmember fatigue was an established cau- 
sative agent in two accidents and present in two 
others. Ample time vas provided for crew rest. The 
student pilots did not take advantage of this time. 
Fatigue of any crewmember impinges on the basic 
principles of good airmanship. 

4. One or both student aviators involved in three 
midair collisions had histories of unsafe flying 
practices prior to the accidents. This fact was 
revealed through a review of instructor pilot state- 
ments and individual flight records of the students. 
The unsafe flying practices of these three students 

were prime contributing factors to the midair col« 
lision accidents. 
CONCLUSIONS: 

1. Student aviators must devote more attention 
outside the aircraft, rather than concentrating en- 
tirely on flying the aircraft and monitoring gauges. 

2. Detection and elimination of marginally safe 
student aviators at an early stage of flight training 
should receive grea.er command emphasis. 
Question: What action can be taken to eliminate air- 
craft density around focal points which seem to 
attract aircraft at random times? (Focal points 
could be navigation aids, on-going operations, air- 
fields, etc.) 
FINDINGS: 

1. During the day, aircraft density continuously 
shifts throughout training areas. Although entire 
training areas remain areas of high aircraft density, 
concentrations of aircraft in certain sectors fluctuate 
from moderately to extremely high saturated areas. 
Stagefields, established airfields, and navigational 
facilities are generally in the highly saturated areas. 

2. Time of day appeared to have no significance. 
A greater number of midair collisions occurred, how- 
ever, during launching and recovery periods, as 
shown below: 

Period of Day Number of Mishaps 
0700-0900 hours 4 
0900-1100 hours 5 
1100.1300 hours 4 
1300-1500 hours 3 
1500.1700 hours 8 
After 1700 hours 1 (night) 

3. An aircraft design deficiency was a contribu- 
ting factor in three midair collisions involving TH- 
55's. These mishaps resulted in five fatalities and 
the loss of four aircraft. The 4-inch metal doorframe 
of the TH-55 restricts visibility on both sides of the 
aircraft. This problem, first noted during December 
1966, was brought to the attention of appropriate 
authorities by the training command using the air- 
craft.    The design deficiency remains uncorrected. 

4. Conspicuity was reported as a possible con- 
tributing factor for 12 of the 25 colliskns due to: 

Inadequate anticollision lights 7* 
Aircraft without distinctive markingb       3 
Sun 2 

^Investigations revealed no evidence that anticolli- 
sion lights were not in use by either aircraft in- 
volved. 

5. Installation of proximity warning devices was 
recommended by boards investigating four of the 13 
collisions which occurred in training areas while 
aircraft were in the vicinity of navigational aids/ 
facilities. Consideration was given to airspeeds, 
altitudes, locations, and phases of flight to deter- 
mine how many of the 13 collisions could have been 
prevented  by the warning provided by  a proximity 
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warning dcvic«. This analysis dlacloaed that 10 of 
the 13 could have boon pravantad if a functioning 
proximity warning device had been installed aboaid 
each aircraft. The aircrowmembern involved in these 
13 collisions were unnware of the presence of an- 
other aircraft. 

6. During 1967, the Federal Aviation Agency 
(PAA) adopted a reporting program for near midair 
collisions (NMAC) which grahted immunity to those 
involved. An analysis of 2.230 NMAC reports re- 
ceived by the FAA resulted in the compilation of 700 
recommendations which would improve operating 
conditions and assist in preventing midair collisions. 
The Operational Hazard Report (OHR). DD Form 
26%, used by the military services, offers no such 
immunity. AR 954 ststes that the originator's sig- 
nature on the OHR is desirable, but not mandatory. 
Analysis of midair collisions revealed that the OHR 
is seldom used to report potential midair collision 
causative agents. An aviator's reluctance to use 
the OHR may be attributed to his lack of knowledge 
of its intent and purpose, or his fear that information 
contained in the report might impinge on hia personal 

reputation or profeaaionallam. 
CONCLUSIONS; 

1. Serious consideration muat be given to elimi- 
nating design restrictions to visibility for all future 
Army aircraft procured for training. Current Army 
training aircraft should be modified to eliminate 
design visibility restrictions. 

2. Proximity warning devicea should be a re- 
quirement for all aircraft. 

3. Operational Hasard Reporte. DD Form 2696. 
are not being effectively uaed to identify existing 
and potential hasardoua focal points. The OHR is a 
very effective tool for preventing midair collisions. 
Corrective measures muat be instituted to eliminate 
hazards to aafe flight that are identified in Opera- 
tional Hasard Report«. 

4. Currently authorized anticollision light sys- 
tems are inadequate for a training environment. 
Serious consideration should be given to the uae of 
high intenaity strobe lights to increase sircraft con- 
spicuity during daylight training operations. 

5. The see-and-be-seen concept is the primary 
method available for preventing midair collisions. 

ANNEX II 
(troop lift/tactical) 

: 

Queatioa:    Why are numerous midair collisions oc- 
crring  during  daylight hours in periods of clear 
visibility? 
FINDINGS: 

1. Thirty-one midair collisions occurred in the 
troop lift/tactical environment. Twenty-three oc- 
curred during periods of excellent visibility. This 
is not unusual because the majority of combat mis- 
sions flown in the Republic of Vietnam are conducted 
under these conditions. Following are the condi- 
tions and numbers of collisions for each: 

Condition Number of Collisions 
Excellent visibility 23 
Night/reduced visibility 5 
Day, weather/dust 3 

Four of the five night collisions involved UH-lB/C 
armed helicopters. Two factors evident in these 
mishaps weie: 

a. Loss of visual contact with other aircraft 
after flare illuminations. 

b. Loss of visual contact between aircraft of 
the light fire team while conducting fire support 
missions. 

2. The 31 collisions involved a total of 63 air- 
craft. Seven aircraft were assigned to other serv- 
ices: 

Number of Aircraft 
56 

5 
1 
1 
to locations as 

Service 
Army 
Air Force 
Marines 
Vietnamese Air Force 

There   was   no  established   trend 
where a midair collision between an Army aircraft 
and an aircraft from the other services occurs.   As 
many took place in the vicinity of focal points as 
there were in operational areas. 

3. Time of day appeared to have no great influ- 
ence on midair collisions. A greater number oc- 
curred between 1500 hours and 1900 hours. This is 
a prime recovery period to base camp heliports after 
missions are flown. 

Time of Day Number of Collisions 
0500-0700 hours 3 
0700-0900 hours 5 
0900-1100 hours 2 
1100-1300 hours 3 
1300-1500 hours 2 
1500-1700 hours 6 
1700-1900 hours 5 
After 1900 hours (night) 5 

4. Fatigue was an established factor in five of 
the 31 collisions, according to the aircraft accident 
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lnv«altg«iton reports. Furtkvr analysi« ravMtod 
thai ihr pilot tn t omnand ol 37 of lha 56 Anny air« 
craft involve«! had flown in «xcMa of 90 hours during 
lha 30-day pariod prior to lha accidml. Of Ihaaa 37, 
29 aviators had »ireeded 100 (light hours. Thau 
total flight lime for the 30-day period prior to tha 
accidanl ranged from 101 to 167 hours. There was 
litlla or no nenlion of chroaic (light fatigue, living 
conditions, mission requtrenwnta, or the stress of 
operating in a hatsrdous combat environmanl in the 
reports. 

S.  Tha conslsnl requirenenl for fonaation flying 
ia evidenced by lha fact that 16 of tKe 31 collisions 
occurred while forsMlion flying was in progresa by 
one or both aircraft involved. 
CONCLUSIONS: 

1. There will be no appreciable change la air- 
craft density in the vicinity of focal points, i.e., 
landing and pickup tones, tactical areas of opera- 
tion, baae camp heliports, etc., ia low iateaalty 
warfare operational areas. The concept of providing 
airmobility to enhance ground operations results in 
large numbers of Army helicopters and fixed wing 
airplanes, as wall aa numerous aircraft of other 
services and nations., using the airspace above the 
ground forces. Tha majority of midair collision« that 
occur in Vietnam will occur during daylight hours 
and there will be no severe restriction to visibility. 

2. Flight tisM accumulated ia excess of 100 
hours per 30-day period is accepted by commanders 
and aircraft accident investigation boards. This 
problem csn best be summed up by one of the flight 
surgeon's ststements: "Chronic flight fstlgus Is 
cumulative and occurs due to incomplete physical 
snd mentsl recuperation between repeated missions." 

3. A requirement exists for adherence to flying 
►■our limitations recommended by Army regulatloos. 
Personnel who exceed these maximum limits must be 
monitored by flight surgeons and aviation unit com- 
manders to insure detection of complscency which 
could cause the aviator to become prone to acci- 
dents. 
Quesfion.     What is  the impact ol inadequate com- 
mand and control and lock ol auperviaion? 
FINDINGS: 

1. Insdequste command, control, and supervision 
were present in 27 of the 31 collisions. This is s 
serious problem area. It was not uncommon to have 
two or more of these factors present in each midair 
collision.    Following are the most common factor«: 

a. Laxity  in  flight  control during formation 
flying. 

b. Inadequate planning and proper execution 
of airmobile exercises. 

c. Selection   of   inadequate   landing   tones, 
pickup zones, and stsging areas. 

d. Absence   of  adequate   published  and  ap- 
proved SOP's and directives snd insdequste dissemi- 

nation  and enfofcemMl of ailating rules  and pro- 
cedure«. 

e. Abaanca oi or insufflciant coordlnslion 
betweew different services. 

f. Inadequate, or abaen- < of, air traffic con- 
trol facilities aad ATC regulations. 

2. Midair collisions between aircraft involved in 
formation flying accounted for 52% of the 31 mis. 
hapa. It is, therefore, necessary to elaborate oa this 
category aeparately. Twelve of the 16 midair ol- 
llaloa mishaps occurred between aircraft within i 
fomaUon. The remaining four mlahapa involved sn 
aircraft not la formation flight with another aircraft 
which was la s formation. All collisions involved 
the No. 1, 2, and 3 aircraft, regardless of the sue of 
the formation. Following are the factors revealed by 
thla analyaia: 

s. Positive control was not maintained. This 
is evidenced by the flight leader permitting unneces- 
sarily tight formrtion flying la violatloa of published 
repilatioaa. 

b.  Conducting missions In rasrgi.:«.! westher. 
C Conducting formstion flights unnecessary 

to accomplish missions. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
1. Supervision appeared as s significant causs- 

live factor In the 31 midair collisions aaslysed. 
However, these deficiencies received little or no 
sttenUon by sccident investlgstion boards sad re- 
viewing officials. Primary emphaais sppeared to be 
concentrated oa svlstor fsctors. 

2. The present system for disseminating change« 
to SOP'e, NOTAM's, aad other informst ion to Indi- 
vidual aviators is insdequste. Aviators often learn 
about changes in operational procedures and policies 
through mistskes snd experience. 

3. Contrary to common beliefs, slstistics derived 
from this study sheared the danger area for s midsir 
collision in formstion flying centers around the No. 
1, 2, and 3 aircraft. 
Queafron;   What is (he decree of violation ol inafnic- 
(ions or procedbrea and principle» ol good airman- 
tkipf 
FINDINGS: 

1. Crew error was listed us sn established cause 
factor in the reports of 24 of the 31 collisions. 
Anslysis of the 31 reports disclosed that violstion« 
of instructions/procedures sad principles of good 
airmanship were present in sll caaes. Following are 
the four most prominent violations: 

s. Avistors did not clear themselves snd/or 
maintain s careful watch for other aircraft. 

b. Adequate sepsration was not maintsined 
between sircrsft in formstion flight. 

c. Published regulations snd SOP's were not 
followed. 

d. Avistors did not msintsin visual contact 
with other aircraft. 
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2.   Piv«   of   liM   (oflMIlM   (tlg^l   collUlon«   oc- 
ciirmd «a Ih» mmuU ol ipui of lb« BOMO«! d«i uiun« 
lo fly fofauMiu* wlibottl piioi plaaalnf. Tlio«« tlvo 
«uhap« ivoullod in II fatallliM, II MHOM »BJOM»», 

■od oigM doolrayod aiicrofl. FllgliM of ihi« natuio 
•i* in coaploto dlsragBid fof oomal Maigma of 
■oftly and good ainBanthip. 
CONCLUSIONS: 

1. TKoio u ■ oood for aviaiM« ai all lavola to 
kaom and coaply «Ilk dlrocllvaa and SOP'a paitaio- 
lag lo fonaaiion flying. 

2. Fonaaiioa flying that la aol aocoaaaiy foi 
■laalo« accoaipllaluBoel awal ba allailaatad. 

3. Uaplaanad fonaaiioa flying OHMI be alimi- 
aatad. 
Quralion: What mclion can 6« Imktn to vhmmair 
mkcrmli dmmty mnund local pomia which »POW '« 
mtttmci mircrmlt m tmtdom lim»»? (Focmt point» could 
b» nmvigmittn mid», on-going oporaliona, »irlieid», 
»tc) 
FINDINGS: 

I. Nldair collialooa increased aa lb« aircraft 
inventory Increased la the coaibal Bono. Following 
are the aiuabat* of colllaloos by calendar year; 

Nuaber of Colllalons 
0 
1 
3 
4 
7 
8 
8« 

of collisions through 29 

Calendar Year 
1963 
1964 
196S 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 

'Includes only the 
Octobor. 

2.  Focal poiota: 
a. Navigation facilities. Two nidsir colll- 

sioos occufiad over navigation facilities; orie whan 
the facility was being used aa a chock point aad the 
other when aa aircraft collided with r. Air Fore« 
aircraft over a navigation facility while the Air Force 
aircraft waa aakiag aa laatnuaeol approach. 

b. Tan aiidair collisions occurred in Ike 
vicinity of airfields, heliports, pickup tones, and 
staging areas.   Cause facto» Included: 

(1) Violations of published procedures. 
(2) Regulations governing traffic patterns 

and air traffic flow around congealed areas were not 
publiakad. 

(3) Inadäquate communications. 
c. Ongoing operations. Nineteen collisions 

occurred in operational areas. Aircraft density in 
these areas Is generated by existing combat situa- 
tions. Paraaiount cause factors In areas of on-going 
operations war* lack of command and control, ob- 
servation aircraft (lying without a trained observer, 
and significant ground action present. 

(1) Eight occurred during combat aaaaults 
with significant ground action present.    In five of 

Ikes« reports, it waa ataled thai giouiid action waa 
distracting and diverted the allentiun of the crew, 
■«•ban. 

(2) Five occurred between Army aircrad 
sod aircraft of another aervice with no atgnificanl 
giouad action pr«a«nl. 

(3) Si« occurred after mlssiona had been 
completed and the aircraft were en route lo hoote 
boa««. 

3. It waa significant that arsMd helicopters were 
Involved In 10 of Ike 31 collisions. This degree of 
lavolvesMnl la high with respeel lo the number of 
armed aircraft in the tactical lone. Some of the 
factora revealed by annlyaia of collisiona involving 
armed ballcoptors wer«: 

a. Preoccupation of aircraft crews due lo 
slgnlficaal ground action. 

b. Fallur« lo maintain vioual contact batween 
aircraft on the aame fire aupport mission. 

c. Lack of coaunand and control procedurea 
between armed hellcoptera and other elements of 
troop lift fllghla. 

d. Operation of aimed helicopters during the 
hours of darkneaa without esternal lighting. 

«.  Conducting unn«c«aaarily close formation 
flights which war« not required for successful com- 
pletion of missions. 
CONCLUSIONS: 

1. There will be no appreciable change in air- 
craft denaliy in Ike vicinity of focal points, i.e., 
landing aad pickup lonea, tactical are« of opera- 
tion, baa« caap heliports, etc., in low intensity war- 
far« operational arena. The concept of providing 
airmobility lo enhance ground operations results in 
large number« of Army helicopters and fised wing 
airplane«, aa wall as nuawrous aircraft of other 
services and nations, using Ike airspace above lb« 
ground force«. The majority of midair collisions 
that occur in Vietnam will occur during daylight 
hours and there will be no severe restriction to visi- 
bility. 

2. Imowdiate command attention must be given tu 
strengthening commar-* and control procedures in 
area» of on-going operations. Messurra must be 
initialed which will insure control of the number of 
aircraft within an operational ana, coordination 
between all combat elements within the ana (in- 
cluding the other service«), and individual coaunand 
and control of organic elements. 

3. Than is a vital need for controlling agencies 
of focal points, such as airfields, heliports, and 
navigational facililiea. to insure the establishment 
of and compliance with the b>si possible traffic 
ngilallons and procedures. 

'*. All phases of «mad helicopter opentions 
mus. be analysed lo develop corrective measures for 
reducing the high susceptibility of armed helicopters 
to midau collisions. 
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ANNEX III 
(midair collision profile) 

The mmiali involvvd wilt be of lh* Uil-1 lyp* and 
ih«- collision «ill otcui belwevn iwo aiicrad duiia| 
daylight houia with ihr viaiblllly ai 10 lo 20 miles. 
Thai* »ill be 2.4 crewmeaiber« pei colllaioa aircraft 
or 4.1 crewmeabera per atiahap. There will be S.03 
faialmea (both crew and paaaengera) In each mia- 
hap. The aircraft will be involved in Mae for« of 
Iraimni operationa. The crews will have perfonned 
7.7 hours of flight prior to the collision and will 
have been on duty S.I hours of the duty day. The 
aircraft involved will not be in fonaalion. Neither 
will  (hey be climbing, nor turning, but will •'•aply 

converge. They will be in radio communication with 
each other. The colllaioa will occur between the 
altitudea of 1,001 feet and 2,000 feet absolute. The 
two aircraft will not necessarily be using the same 
navigation facility, and the eiperience level (flight 
lime) of the aviators in command will not be a factor. 
The colliaion will take place in an area of known 
high density traffic. Inadequate command and con- 
trol or a lack of supervision will be present in S0% 
of the mishaps. And some degree of violation of 
instructions or procedures, or the violstion of the 
principles of good airmanship will eiist. 

»   t   »U< •> «   .   u.-<. NOT REPRODUCIBLE 


